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or half a century, thou-
sands of people from 
across the world have 
learned Arabic at Tuni-
sia’s Bourguiba Institute 

for Modern Languages, reflecting 
the changing interests of the out-
side world towards the Arab re-
gion.

First, there were the British 
who in the 1960s crowded the in-
stitute’s classrooms. Hundreds of 
Americans followed in the 1970s. 
Over the past 15 years Chinese and 
South Korean students were no-
ticeable.

After being closed during the 
post-2011 tumult, the institute reo-
pened in 2013 to find Iranians and 
Turks among those attending the 
school again.

“The Bourguiba Institute has 
known waves of foreign students 
learning Arabic [and interested] in 
dealing with the Arab region,” said 
institute Director Imed Ben Am-

mar. “It is safe to say that the insti-
tute is the mirror of the Arab world 
and its relations with the succes-
sive powers of the world.”

The institute — named after the 
late president Habib Bourguiba, 
the founder of modern Tunisia 
— was intended to serve as a cul-
tural platform to strengthen links 
between Tunisia and the outside 
world.

The institute’s curriculum in-
cludes, beside Arabic language 
training, trips throughout Tunisia 
to expose students to local culture, 
traditions, livelihoods, food, arts 
and music.

“After a low ebb following the 
events of 2011, students from Asia, 
Europe and other parts of the 
world are back again en masse to 

learn the language and revive the 
role of the institute as a centre for 
foreigners to reach out to the Arab 
world,” Ben Ammar said.

Italian student Francesco Gan-
ialoto assessed his struggle with 
learning Arabic at the institute: 
“Arabic is not an easy language to 
learn quickly. When I arrived one 
year ago my level was almost zero. 
Now I can read the newspapers 
and listen to the radio in Arabic,” 
he said during a break between 
classes.

Joshua Fernandez travelled to 
Tunisia from the Philippines to 
study at the institute.

“There is a lot of interaction 
and immersion in the language 
because I live the language while 
studying it,” Fernandez said. “I’m 
interested in Tunisia since Tu-
nisia was the source of the ‘Arab 
spring’,” he added.

Nadia Sia, from Burkina Faso, 
said: “I want to work as an Arabic 
translator and interpreter. I need 
to know the context and the envi-
ronment of the language which is 
why I am here.”

Sonia Hamdi, a 30-year-old 

French woman of Tunisian origin, 
has another goal in mind for learn-
ing Arabic: “I do not need Arabic 
for my career. I’m learning Arabic 
to discover my country of origin, 
its culture and history, to renew 
with my roots.”

Turkey has ambitions to create 
a similar school in Istanbul and 
has been luring institute staff and 
teachers.

“They want to have a school just 
like the Bourguiba Institute,” Ben 
Ammar said. “We are open to co-
operating with them but we are ea-
ger to maintain the institute as we 
know it and to develop it further to 
meet the increasing demand from 
abroad.”

More than 250 million people 
in the Middle East and North Af-

rica speak Arabic in addition to 
languages such as Kurdish, Berber 
and Mehri. Arabic is used at vary-
ing levels of proficiency by the es-
timated 1 billion Muslims around 
the world. Arabic has been one of 
the United Nations’ official work-
ing languages since 1973.

However, in Tunisia and else-
where in the region, Arabic is 
increasingly coming under com-
petition from English and other 
languages as young people look for 
better careers and a future in a glo-
balised economy where Arabic lags 
other languages in the sciences, 
technology, arts and culture.

The Bourguiba Institute also at-
tracts hundreds of Tunisian stu-
dents. For them, the institute is a 
place to learn English or other lan-
guages, such as Chinese and Kore-
an, that can help them compete in 
the international marketplace.

“We have strong demand from 
Tunisians to learn English and in-
creasingly Chinese and Korean as 
well. We have the capabilities to 
meet all demands to help Tunisia 
be an open country in both ways,” 
said Ben Ammar.

Bourguiba Institute, an Arab education 
bridge to the world
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 Education

The institute’s 
curriculum includes, 
beside Arabic 
language training, 
trips throughout 
Tunisia.

The institute 
reopened in 2013 to 
find Iranians and 
Turks among those 
attending the school 
again.

Education is the only hope for the Middle East

F
ierce fighting between 
a US-backed coalition, 
which includes support 
from Saudi Arabia, 
Jordan and the United 
Arab Emirates, is under 

way to oust the forces of the 
Islamic State (ISIS) from the Iraqi 
city of Mosul.

The United Nations said it is 
expecting about 150,000 people 
displaced by the fighting to seek 
shelter in makeshift camps.

In all probability, those num-
bers are likely to grow when 
equally heavy fighting follows 
once the battle for control of 
Raqqa, the main stronghold of 
ISIS forces in Syria, begins, 
creating a second front against 
the extremist jihadist group.

With winter weeks away, there 
are good reasons to fear for the 
well-being of these displaced 
people. They will most certainly 

spend at least the coming winter 
under UN tents.

Judging by the scale and the 
ferocity of the fighting in Mosul, 
it is conceivable that it may take 
months before Iraq’s second city 
is safe and reinhabited by its 
residents. ISIS has had a long time 
to prepare for the battle for 
Mosul, so Iraqi troops and their 
allies can expect to have to go 
slowly to remove improvised 
explosive devices and unex-
ploded ordnance.

ISIS combatants deployed 
hundreds of booby traps in cities 
and towns from which they 
retreated.

The powers involved in the 
coalitions fighting ISIS — the 
US-led group, the one led by 
Moscow as well as Arab countries 
involved — should begin to reflect 
on the future of these two cities, 
their adjoining regions, their 
battered populations and where 
they are likely to go from here.

There are two battles to be 
fought. The first is to remove the 
threat posed by ISIS. The second, 
which may prove to be more 

difficult than the first, is to 
educate the people of the region 
to avoid repetition of past 
conflicts.

If one is to look at the region’s 
history as a guide for what its 
future may be, the prognosis is 
rather bleak. Before these battles 
end is the time to take action and 
reflect upon how the future will 
shape the battered populations of 
this region. Hundreds of thou-
sands of people should not be left 
to idle away months and years in 
refugee tents. Doing so only 
provides potential recruits to 
perpetuate the never-ending 
cycle of violence.

The Arab countries that have 
invested much in financing the 
wars in Iraq and Syria should 
continue their investment in 
those two countries once the 
fighting subsides. This time they 
must invest in rebuilding not only 
the physical aspects of the 
battered cities and towns but also 
contribute towards establishing 
proper education for the children. 
And that should include religious 
education.

One place to start the rebuilding 
is to lead the inhabitants of Iraq 
and Syria into the unchartered 
waters of national reconciliation. 
Traditionally, animosity in that 
part of the world has tilted 
towards revenge, the eye-for-an-
eye philosophy mentioned in the 
Bible.

The trouble with the old ways is 
that they quench the desire for 
immediate vengeance but do little 
to address the problems they 
create for future generations.

What would it take to bring 
reconciliation to the Middle East 
conflicts? What would it take to 
replace strife and quick, almost 
knee-jerk reactions with dialogue 
and political maturity?

Defeating ISIS would be good 
but how do we avoid repetition of 
such violence?

The answer is education, educa-
tion and more education. A 
pertinent question though is: 
Who is to carry out this educa-
tion?

Claude Salhani is a regular 
columnist with The Arab Weekly.
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View point
There is need 
to educate 
the people 
of the region 
to avoid 
repetition 
of past 
conflicts.

What would it take to bring 
reconciliation to the Middle 
East conflicts?


